
No. 56 To the people of Minamisoma                                                                   

A Message from the Mayor Regarding COVID-19 Prevention Measures 

   I would like to offer my deepest gratitude to the people and companies of Minamisoma for your cooperation in the 
ongoing measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 

  Currently the city has a strong sense of the crisis in regards to the increasing cases of COVID-19 as well as the impact 
of its spread. Unfortunately, we recognize that we are standing at the entrance of the 7th wave. We are wary, 
taking into account that every time a new wave of infections has appeared, the height of that wave has increased. 
The current understanding of the situation is as follows.  

 

〇Looking at the wave of infections in Minamisoma so far, the number of cases in Minamisoma tends to increase as 

the number of cases in Tokyo increases. Since June 18th (Sat.), the number of positive cases in Tokyo has been 
increasing continuously compared to the previous week, and on July 6th (Wed.), 8,341 positive cases were confirmed, 
which is more than double the previous week. The spread of infection is becoming more prominent in Tokyo.  

〇In Minamisoma, the epidemic had subsided during June, but since 7/3 (Sun.), 8 cases, 16 cases, and 12 positive 

cases have been confirmed, showing signs of a full-scale increase. The number of people whose route of infection is 
unknown is also increasing in which it is unclear where the patient was initially infected. We believe that one of the 
factors is the relaxation of restrictions, which has increased opportunities to come into contact with other people 
such as via traveling, eating and drinking, and participating in various events.  

〇Currently, the highly infectious Omicron strain “BA.5” has begun to replace other variants as the main COVID-19 

strain, mainly in urban areas such as Tokyo and Osaka. However, we may see this strain appearing more frequently in 
Fukushima Prefecture and in Minamisoma City in the future. We are concerned that the risk of infection will increase 
in the future due to the characteristics of this virus.  

〇Every day, we are also hit by record heat waves, and it is difficult to ventilate rooms due to the use of air 

conditioners. A full-scale summer is just around the corner and I believe that if we do not act with due care in regards 
to this matter, it will become a factor in spreading the infection. 

 

We recognize that the risk of re-infection is definitely increasing. However, as COVID-19 is prolonged, we think that 
an appropriate sense of balance and socio-economic activities is required more than ever for daily life and health 
maintenance. Although it is a very frustrating situation, we would like to ask the citizens to share their awareness 
of the current situation and cooperate with each of the following five points.  

 

〇It is important to be aware of heat stroke, but please be aware that the risk of infection increases when you 

remove your mask. 

〇Due to the effects of the intense heat waves, you will be spending more time in air-conditioned rooms. Ventilation 

in hot weather can be difficult, but please try to ventilate properly by taking actions such as ventilating at certain 
times.  

〇If you feel sick or any difference in your physical condition, please stop participating in school/school activities, 

work, events/dinners, etc., and seek a medical examination as soon as possible.  

〇Please pay attention to the risk of talking loudly or without a mask on, especially when drinking alcohol for a long 

time or drinking a lot of alcohol, and moving between tables during the meal.  

〇Please actively consider vaccinations. In particular, if you have an underlying disease and are at risk of having more 

severe symptoms, please consider getting vaccinated. Please also consider using the PCR Testing Center (the free 
testing period has been extended until the end of July). 

 

July 6th, 2022   5PM 

Mayor of Minamisoma  Monma Kazuo 



ABOUT THE COVID-19 BOOSTER SHOT (4TH VACCINE) SCHEDULE 

〇The booster shot (4th vaccine) schedule is shown in the graph below. Those for whom 5 months or more have passed since their 3rd vaccine and are ①60 years or older or ②18 to 59 years old with an underlying condition are 

applicable.  ※Those who are 18 to 59 years old and with an underlying condition are those who have a disability certificate are known by the city if they declared as such at the time of their 1st/2nd vaccination.  The city is cur-

rently accepting proof of an underlying conditions for those who did not do so.  

〇For some people who have changed the schedule for their third vaccination, it may be less than 5 months between vaccinations depending on your district (administrative district). Those who apply will be given an inoculation 

ticket at a later date from the area where they live. 

〇Individual inoculation dates, reception times, and vaccines will be designated by the city. The inoculation tickets are scheduled to be sent as follows in the graph below along with appointment notifications, and they will be 

sent in order. Please cooperate in receiving your vaccine on the date designated by the city to the best of your ability.  

 【CONTACT INFO】COVID-19 VACCINATION CALL CENTER    TEL: 0120-268-237    HOURS: WEEKDAYS 9AM TO 7PM, WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS 9AM TO 6PM 

                              WEEK 

LOCATION 
7/6~ 7/11~ 7/18~ 7/25~ 8/1~ 8/8~ 

Ukifune Culture Hall Odaka      

Kashima  

Gymnasium 
  Kashima    

Ogawa-cho  

Gymnasium 
 Haramachi 1 Haramachi 2 Haramachi 3 Haramachi 4 Haramachi 5 

DISTRICT AREA 
INNOCULATION TICKET 

SENDING DATE 
4TH VACCINE DATE ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT 

ODAKA All Areas Sent 6/21 7/6 to 7/9 All Areas  

KASHIMA  All Areas Sent 7/1 7/18 to 7/21 All Areas 

HARAMACHI 1  

Haramachi 

Sent 6/24 7/11 to 7/16 

Hinode-cho, Aoba-cho, Futami-cho 1, 2, Asahi-cho 1, 2, Sakae-cho 1, 2, 3, Omachi 

1, 2, 3, Azuma-cho 1, 2, Ogawa-cho 1, 2 

Omika 
Kitakaibama, Kaibama, Kitahara, Omikakami, Omikashimo, Shidoke, Kobama, 

Enei, Shimo-Enei, Kozawa, Tsutsumigai 

Ota 
Ogisaku, Tsurugai, Taka 1, 2, Masuda, Shimoota, Gorai, Nakaota, Kamiota, Yaga-

wara, Katakusa 

HARAMACHI 2  

Haramachi 

Sent 7/1 7/18 to 7/22 

Kitamachi 1, 2, Nakamachi 1, 2, 3, Nishimachi, Kamimachi, Mishima-cho 1, 2, Mo-

tomachi 1, 2, 3 

Ishigami 
Baba, Ushigoe, Ishigami, Oshigama, Takakura, Ogai, Ohara, Shidazawa, Fukouno, 

Nagano, Kitanagano, Kitaniida 

HARAMACHI 3  

Haramachi 

Send 7/8 7/25 to 7/30 

Hashimoto-cho 1, 2,, 3, 4, Minamimachi 1, 2, 3, 4, Kunimi-cho 1, 2, 3, Kunimi Apart-

ment Complex 1, 2, Nishiki-cho 1, 2, Sakurai-cho, 1, 2, Takami-cho, Kami-Shibusa 

Takahira 
Kamikita-Takahira 1, 2, 3, Kami-Takahira 1, 2, Shimo-Takahira, Shimokita-Takahira, 

Izumi, Kitaizumi, Kanezawa 

HARAMACHI 4  

Haramachi 

Send 7/15 8/1 to 8/6 

Jingasaki 1, 2, Honjinmae 1, 2, 3 

Ishigami Hibarigahara 1, 2, 3, Okido 1, 2 

HARAMACHI 5 - Send 7/22 8/8 to 8/13 
Those who haven’t passed 5 months since their 3rd vaccination in the periods 

above. 

※The date for the inoculation tickets being sent is the day the tickets are received by the post office.  


